MEMO N°3 : ORGANIZING YOUR
ARGUMENTATION
1. THE 5 « W’S »
A good argumentation consists of :

 The accuracy of the arguments : this is the technical part of argumentation guaranteed by one’s expertise.


The consistency of the argumentation, which is implemented by the use of clear logical connectors («
therefore », « furthermore », « nevertheless » etc.).



The comprehensiveness of the argumentation, which means the input of various arguments : technical
but also political, ethical…and the use of counter-arguments.

A good way NOT to forget major data is to use the grid of the 5 “W’s”, originally a journalistic device :

 Who are the actors ? Individuals, institutions, social groups, political parties, economic actors etc.
 What are the facts ? Events, process, phenomena, structures, etc.
! A same thing can be actor and/or object : an institution, a social group, a country.

 When are the facts happening ? It is important to avoid general statements “at all periods of time, men…”
It is therefore important to identify the major events, the meaning of starting and ending dates of a topic, and
to distinguish different intermediary periods, the short term and long term.



Where are the facts happening ? The issue of geography : local, regional, national, continental, global

scales. It is important to always identify the spatial variations of a phenomenon.



Why are the facts happening ? The issue of causes : immediate causes/ structural causes ; internal

causes/ external causes ; political, social causes, etc.
To order all these facts into a structured argumentation the famous « TOULMIN model of argument », can
be used with great profit.
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2. THE TOULMIN MODEL OF ARGUMENT
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Source : https://web.cn.edu/kwheeler/documents/Toulmin.pdf
Test of understanding : if you have understood Toulmin’s model, you will find ONE mistake in the explanation
provided by cn.edu.
Another example is given by Stacy Weida and Karl Stolley
Claim : Hybrid cars are an effective strategy to fight pollution.
Data1 : Driving a private car is a typical citizen's most air polluting activity.
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Warrant 1 : Because cars are the largest source of private, as opposed to industry produced, air pollution,
switching to hybrid cars should have an impact on fighting pollution.
Data 2 : Each vehicle produced is going to stay on the road for roughly 12 to 15 years.
Warrant 2 : Cars generally have a long lifespan, meaning that a decision to switch to a hybrid car will make a
long-term impact on pollution levels.
Data 3 : Hybrid cars combine a gasoline engine with a battery-powered electric motor.
Warrant 3 : This combination of technologies means that less pollution is produced. According to
ineedtoknow.org "the hybrid engine of the Prius, made by Toyota, produces 90 percent fewer harmful
emissions than a comparable gasoline engine."
Counterclaim : Instead of focusing on cars, which still encourages a culture of driving even if it cuts down on
pollution, the nation should focus on building and encouraging use of mass transit systems.
Rebuttal of the counterclaim : While mass transit is an environmentally sound idea that should be encouraged,
it is not feasible in many rural and suburban areas, or for people who must commute to work;
Final claim (qualified) : thus hybrid cars are a better solution for much of the nation's population.

Source https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/588/03/
____________________________________________________________________
Conclusion : Toulmin’ s model is indeed a very souple one that allows all types of argumentation, from the
basic one to the most elaborate : one can multiply the « claims », « warrants », « backings » and so on. Which
is precisely the requirements of the « Grand O » : handling complex issues.
This model works also as a relevant test to check if you are accurate, consistent and comprehensive : are the
warrants and backings relevant and solid enough ? Did you not forget major data ? Is your claim clear and
substantiated ? Did you think of all relevant objections to it ?
A good tutorial explaining the Toulmin model
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-YPPQztuOY
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